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ABSTRACT

The small motion assumption of linear seakeeping codes is well known. The validity of this assumption is
investigated by comparisons with a body exact non-linear seakeeping code over a range of significant wave
height. A metric based on relative motion is proposed to quantify the validity of the assumption and indicate
up to what point linear seakeeping is appropriate.
Keywords: Linear Seakeeping; numerical simulations.

1. INTRODUCTION
Despite the advent of relatively computationally
fast non-linear time domain seakeeping programs,
there is still some use for linear strip-theory
seakeeping programs. Frequency domain programs
can produce seakeeping predictions for many
speeds, relative wave headings, and seaways in
seconds of computation. This is especially useful
for including seakeeping in early design analysis of
alternatives and calculating mission operability.
Time histories based on linear response amplitude
operators (RAOs) are also fast to compute and
provide representative motions for ship system
design/evaluation.
The main assumptions of linear strip-theory
seakeeping codes are well known. The first is that
calculations are preformed about the mean
undisturbed waterline.
Hydrostatics, radiation,
diffraction, and incident wave forces are all
calculated on the submerged portion of the hull at
the mean undisturbed waterline. This is also stated
as a “wall sided” and “small motion” assumptions.
These descriptions explain in a physical sense what
using the mean undisturbed waterline to define the
submerged hull actually means. “Wall sided”
indicates that the hydrostatic properties are not
changing as the ship moves. “Small motion”
indicates that the submerged geometry used for
radiation, diffraction, and incident wave force
calculations can be considered constant. O’Dea and
Walden (1985) examined linear seakeeping with
respect to bow flare and wave steepness.

The other main assumption of linear striptheory seakeeping relates to the independence of
the two dimensional strips. The strips are assumed
to be independent but in actuality flow from one
will influence flow from strips further aft. As a
result low speed strip-theory is limited to Froude
numbers less than 0.3-0.35. Higher speed striptheories have been formulated. This paper does not
address the validity of using low speed strip-theory
above Froude numbers of 0.3-0.35.
Lastly, as a direct result of having a constant
submerged volume, the equations of motion can be
solved for a unit wave height and linearly scaled to
higher wave heights. This is most obviously seen
with heavily damped heave and pitch motion.
However, roll has non-linear damping and most
linear seakeeping programs have some iterative or
computational scheme to account for this and do
not scale roll linearly with wave height.
However, seakeeping predictions in very small
waves, where linear seakeeping assumptions are
valid, are not very useful.
Fortunately, the
assumptions can be stretched and produce useful
results at wave heights of interest. This paper
discusses a metric to identify when the linear
seakeeping assumptions are more than stretched but
broken.
2. COMPARISON APPROACH
The validity of linear scaling of results will be
determined by comparing linear strip theory results
with non-linear time domain results for the same
hull form, loading condition, and seaways. Heave,
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pitch, and rroll root meaan square (RM
MS) values will
be compareed for a rannge of wavee heights. The
comparisonn will be maade as a rattio of the R
RMS
motion valuue at a givenn wave heigh
ht over the R
RMS
motion valuue of the low
west wave heeight consideered.
For linear reesponse, thatt ratio is a strraight line w
when
plotted against wave height. Non--linear respoonse
will deviatee from that linne.
Motionss will be calculated at 15 knnots
(Fr=0.2062)) for headinngs from heaad to follow
wing
seas in 30 deg increm
ments. Whille this is noot a
complete m
matrix, it avooids higher Froude
F
numbbers
and provides enough headings
h
forr a preliminnary
onsidered raange
evaluation. The wavee heights co
from 3.25m
m to 12m inn 1.75m increment. Thiis is
from mid-S
Sea State 5 too mid-Sea State 8 follow
wing
STANAG 44194 (NATO
O 1983). Th
he wave heigghts
correspondss to 0.5 to 1.84
1
times th
he draft. A 14
second moodal period is used forr all the w
wave
heights, soo the steepnness increasses with w
wave
height. Thhe waves aree long-cresteed. The speectra
shape is Breetschneider.
The hulll form usedd for this stu
udy is a genneric
naval combbatant that haas been widely studied inn the
public dom
main (DTMB
B model 541
15) (Longo and
Stern, 20055). See Figuure 1 for a viiew of geom
metry
and Table 1 loading conndition detaills at full scal e.

Figure 1: Geoometry of mod
del 5415
Table 1: Full scale principlee dimensions of
o DTMB 5415..
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This hull fo
orm is a tradditional mon
nohull with a
smaall amount of
o flare forwaard. As mosst of the hulll
is “wall
“
sided”” the expectaation is thatt linear stripp
theory should be
b appropriatte at a much higher wavee
height than hulll forms with more variatiion.
The simulaation tools uused for thiis study aree
vy Ship Motion
M
Progrram (SMP95) (Conrad,,
Nav
200
05; Meyers and
a Batis, 19985; Meyers et al., 1981))
and
d Large Am
mplitude Mootion Prograam (LAMP))
(Lin et al., 199
90, 1994). SSMP95 is a linear strip-theory seakeepiing code firsst developed in 1981 thatt
usees the Salv
vensen-Tuckk-Faltinsen strip-theoryy
(Saalvensen et al., 1970) w
with modified forward-speeed terms. It uses Frrank’s closee-fit methodd
(Frrank, 1967) to calculatee radiation forces.
f
Rolll
dam
mping is estimated from
m appendag
ge geometryy
usin
ng Ikeda-T
Tanaka-Himeeno (1978) and Katoo
(19
958) empiriical formullae.
Non
n-linear rolll
dam
mping is in
ncluded by an iterative process too
match the callculated resp
sponse with roll anglee
associated with
h the roll daamping estim
mate used too
calcculate the reesponse. SM
MP95 calculaates motions,,
velocities, and accelerations
a
s at center off gravity andd
deffined points, as well as, rrelative mottion betweenn
poiints on the hu
ull and the inncident wavee.
LAMP is a time domain
in ship motio
on and wavee
loads simulation code thhat was deeveloped byy
Sciience Appliications Intternational Corporationn
(SA
AIC) beginn
ning in 19911 to compleement linearr
freq
quency dom
main codes. LAMP calcculates threee
dim
mensional wave-body
w
hhydrodynamiics using a
pottential flow approach. T
The basic hy
ydrodynamicc
calcculations in
nclude non--linear Frou
ude Krylovv
forcces and non-linear hydroostatics as well
w as linearr
pottential flow
w calculatioons.
Roll damping,,
app
pendage lift and
a other visscous and vo
ortical forcess
are estimated using emppricial form
mulae and/orr
tun
ned coefficieent models. LAMP caan calculatee
com
mbined seaakeeping annd maneuv
vering, andd
includes rigid and elasttic beam models forr
com
mputing hyd
drodynamic lloads. LAM
MP calculatess
mo
otions, velocities, and acccelerations at center off
graavity and deefined point
nts, as well as relativee
mo
otion between
n points on tthe hull and the incidentt
wav
ve.

Parameter

Units

Length betw
ween
Perpendicullars
Beam

m

142.0

m

18.87

Draft, baselline

m

6.51

Trim (+bow
w down)

m

0.00

Displacemeent

tonnes

9381.88

LCG (aft FP
P)

m

72.14

KG

m

7.86

GM

m

1.63

Roll Gyradiius

m

7.05

Pitch Gyraddius

m

35.5

3. COMPARISON RESU
ULTS

Yaw Gyraddius

m

35.5

The resullts are noon-dimension
nalized byy
div
viding by the value assoociated with
h the 3.25m
m
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significant wave heighht. The non-dimensio
n
onal
wave heightt ranges from
m 1.0 to 3.69
9. If the motiions
scale linearlly with wavee height, theey should folllow
the same range.
F
Figures
2 to
t 8 show the
comparisonn of non-liinear (LAM
MP) and linnear
(SMP95) seeakeeping prredictions. In
I Figures 2 and
8, the roll ddata are not presented
p
duee to values beeing
very small iin head and following
f
seaas.
LAMP hheave and piitch results are
a very closse to
the linear seakeeping line over the entire w
wave
height rangge. The diffferences are most notablle at
head (0 degg), bow (30deeg), and follo
owing (180 ddeg)
seas above non-dimensional wave height
h
2.5 (11.25
times draft)). Pitch behhavior in beeam seas is not
linear as vaalues are smaall. LAMP and SMP95 are
very close inn dimensionnal values as well.

ure 4: Comparison of non-lilinear and lineear seakeepingg
Figu
at Fr=0.21
F
and bo
ow seas (60 degg).

Figu
ure 5: Comparison of non-lilinear and lineear seakeepingg
at Fr=0.21
F
and beeam seas (90 deeg).
Figure 2: Com
mparison of non-linear
n
and
d linear seakeeeping
at Fr=0.21 an
nd head seas (00 deg).

Figu
ure 6: Comparison of non-lilinear and lineear seakeepingg
at Fr=0.21
F
and qu
uartering seas ((120 deg).

Figure 3: Com
mparison of non-linear
n
and
d linear seakeeeping
at Fr=0.21 an
nd bow seas (300 deg).
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d depth. Hull
H
form coonsiderations lead to a
and
metric that quantifies
q
th
the validity
y of linearr
seaakeeping bassed on channges of wateerplane areaa
and
d relative mo
otion.
An informaal metric is tthat linear seeakeeping iss
app
propriate if the
t relative m
motion is leess than halff
the draft; essen
ntially to thee top of thee turn of thee
bilg
ge. The rattionale beingg this is thee wall sidedd
porrtion of thee hull and the concern
n is motionn
relaative to wavee, not absoluute motions. This metricc
is somewhat vague
v
in terrms of relaative motionn
stattistic, e.g., RMS, 1/100th highest, and pointt
location.
Figure 7: Com
mparison of non-linear
n
and
d linear seakeeeping
at Fr=0.21 an
nd quartering seas
s
(150 deg).

Following Meyers et aal. (1981) and
a applyingg
the Rayleigh diistribution, thhe probabilitty of relativee
mo
otion, σ, exceeeding half thhe draft (crittical distancee
D) can be found
d by

P=e

−D2

2σ 2

(1))

bility where tthe linear an
nd non-linearr
The probab
resu
ults divereg
ge becomess the limitt of linearr
seaakeeping app
plicability. Evven so, this is somewhatt
sub
bjective in terms of locatiion of pointss at which too
evaaluate relativ
ve motion aand selection
n of criticall
disttance, e.g., half
h the draft..

Figure 8: Com
mparison of non-linear
n
and
d linear seakeeeping
at Fr=0.21 an
nd following seas (180 deg).

Both LA
AMP and SM
MP95 roll reesults vary fr
from
linear behavvior as expeected. LAM
MP results hhave
noticeable ccurvature as the wave height
h
increaases.
SMP95 ressults are faiirly linear with
w
a diffeerent
slope than 11:1 with wavve height. LA
AMP roll ressults
are almostt twice thee SMP95 roll values in
dimensioanl values. Thhis is explain
ned as differeence
in roll dampping models and appendaage suite.
4. APPLICABILITY
Y METRIC
Grigoroopoulos et al. (2003) indicates sstrip
theory is aappropriate for
f displacem
ment monohhulls
under Fn=00.3. However, the RoPaax ferry did not
perform as w
well as expeected. While the geometrry is
vertical aboove the watterline, the below
b
waterrline
shape has siignificant tapper. DTMB model 5415 has
a relatively large bilge with nearly vertical sidees at
ngth. A typpical
the waterlinne along moost of the len
oil tanker hhas vertical sides
s
for mo
ost of it’s lenngth

This study proposes uusing points at 0.25LBP
P
and
d 0.75LBP, centerline, aand baseline to evaluatee
relaative motion with respecct to incidentt wave. Thee
quaarter length points brackket parallel middle
m
bodyy
locations whilee representinng some of the
t fore andd
aft geometry ch
hanges. Thee critical disstance is thee
aveerage of the distance from
m the mean waterline too
where the station becomess decidedly non-vertical.
n
.
Thiis definitio
on accomm
modates diffferent hulll
geo
ometries from
m RoPax ferrry to oil tank
ker. For thiss
casse, the criticaal distance is half the drafft (3.251m).
Also, note that the prrobability ch
hanges withh
speeed and head
ding, so som
me minimum
m probabilityy
sho
ould be seleected as thee limit of applicability.
a
.
Fig
gures 9 to 12
2 show the prrobability off the SMP955
relaative motion
n exceeding half the draaft for casess
that showed a differencee between LAMP andd
SM
MP95. The fo
orward pointt is the limiting point andd
as wave headin
ng move aft
ft of beam, the forwardd
ves towards the aft poiint line andd
poiint line mov
beccomes coinciident.
Looking at head seas, Figure 2 an
nd Figure 9,,
LA
AMP heave and
a pitch aree approximattely 2% lesss
than linear valu
ue near non-ddimensional wave heightt
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of 2 with a probability 0.14 for thee forward pooint.
The probabbilities at boow seas are less for sim
milar
motion diffferences. Other
O
headin
ngs have loower
probabilities and less difference
d
in motions forr the
same wave height. Rolll shows morre non-linearrity,
but within 10% differeence at 2.0 non-dimensio
n
onal
wave heightt.
The thhreshold vallue to excceed, allowaable
motion diffference, annd relative motion ppoint
location aree all inter-related and accceptability lim
mits
cannot be set independeently. So tak
king the relaative
motion poiint location as the fow
ward point and
accepting 22% differencce bewteen linear and nnonlinear resultts sets the thhreshold probability at 00.14.
So for othher destroyeer-like hull forms, if the
probability of a forwarrd relative motion
m
poinnt is
fference betw
ween linear and
less than 00.14, the diff
non-linear rresponse is less than 2%. Other relaative
motion poiints and accceptable diffferences woould
have other aassociated prrobabilities.

ure 11: Probability of relativ
ive motion at bow
b
and stern
n
Figu
exceeeding half thee draft at Fr=00.21 and bow seeas (60 deg).

Figu
ure 12: Probability of relativ
ive motion at bow
b
and stern
n
exceeeding half thee draft at Fr=00.21 and follow
wing seas (1800
deg).

Figure 9: Proobability of reelative motion at bow and sstern
exceeding hallf the draft at Fr=0.21
F
and heead seas (0 degg).

Figure 10: Prrobability of relative
r
motion
n at bow and sstern
exceeding hallf the draft at Fr=0.21
F
and bo
ow seas (30 degg).

5. CONCLUS
SIONS
This study proposed a metric to quantify thee
app
plicability of
o linear sstrip-theory seakeeping..
Mo
otions were calculated ffor DTMB model 54155
usin
ng SMP95 and LAMPP for a rang
ge of wavee
heights, a single speed, andd multiple headings. Thee
otions were compared too see wheree non-linearr
mo
effeects were apparent
a
andd important to the roott
mean square off the motionss. A metric based
b
on thee
obability of the relativve motion exceeding
e
a
pro
crittical distancee was propossed to define the range off
app
plicability of
o linear sstrip-theory seakeepingg
preedictions. This
T
approaach shows promise
p
butt
neeeds to be expanded to other speeds and hulll
form
ms to deterrmine genera
ral applicabiility. Otherr
stattistics such as average of 1/10th highest
h
mayy
pro
ovide more discrimination
d
on than root mean
m
squaree
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statistic.
Additionally, there may be some
complementary metric based on variation in
waterplane area that would improve selection of
critical distance.

NATO Military Agency of Standardisation, 1983, STANAG
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